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algorithm should allow this tradeoff to be made in a controlled
fashion. To summarize, the desired properties of an embedding
algorithm include:

ABSTRACT
A novel solution to the problem of data embedding in images is
proposed in h s paper. The proposed algorithm allows high capacity data embedding and is robust to JPEG image compression.
Datais embedded in the wavelet domain whichprovides better perceptual maslung compared to the DCT domain. Set Partitioning in
Hierarchcal Trees (SPIHT) is used to control the distortion (in
the sense of PSNR) in the embedded host. Unhke other data embedding algorithms available in literature, the proposed algorithm
provides control over the BER of the embedded data by appropriately choosing the JPEG quantization matrix. Preliminary results
of an implementation of the algorithm are also presented.

1. The embedded dura should be robust to image compression using the JPEG algorithm: JPEG is, currently, the
most popular compression standard for images. Hence for
widespread applicability, it is advisable to design an algorithm that is robust to JPEG compression I .

1. INTRODUCTION
Data embeddinghiding refers to the process of inserting digital
data in multimedia signals such as audio and video in an imperceptible manner. Data embedding has numerous applications such
as embedding of meta-data for imagelvideo indexing, multilingual
subtitles in video. covert communications etc.
Data embedding is closely related to the problem of watermarkmg or image steganography whch aims at embedding imperceptible signatures in multimedia streams for validation of owners h p rights. Steganographyrequires the embedding of small amounts
of signature data in the host stream. Data embedding aims at embedding comparatively larger amounts of data. Moreover, watermarkmg algorithms aim at embedding the signature in a manner
robust to attacks specifically aimed at removing the signature information from the embedded stream. On the other hand, data
hding algorithms need only be robust to image manipulations like
image compression

2. DATA EMBEDDING REQUIREMENTS
In this paper, we address the issues involved in designing an algorithm that facilitateshigh capacity data embedding in images while
ensuring that the extra information is as imperceptible as possible.
Whle embedding data, one needs to keep in mind the fact that the
embedded host needs to be compressed for distribution purposes.
Hence, it is desirable that any embedding algorithm be robust to
lossy image compression. Data embeddmg and lossy image compression have conflicting interests. The aim of data embedding is
to hide data in an imperceptible manner. Lossy compression aims
at removing all perceptually irrelevant information from the image in order to maximize compression. Thus, embedding involves
either addition of perceptible data (thereby degrading perceptual
quality of the host), or the makmg of imperceptible changes to the
original image requiring reduced compression and therefore an increase in the transmission rate. In ow view, any data embedding
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2. The embedding algorithm should allow control over the
quality of the embedded host image w i t h j n e granularity:
For a fixed amount of data to be embedded, the algorithm
should provide a flexible way of controlling the tradeoff between the degradation of the embedded host and the compressed image size. More specifically, given the desired
PSNR of the embedded host and the amount of data to be
embedded, it should be possible (and practical) for the algorithm to judiciously decide the JPEG quantization matrix.
3. The alteration in the original host due to embedding should
be imperceptible: It is well-known that PSNR is not a very
good measure of perceptual quality of an image. Thus, ensuring a high PSNR of the host image (after embedding)
is not enough to guarantee that the perceptual distortion is
small.
Numerous algorithm have been proposed in literature for data
embedding. Some of these algorithms embed data in the domain
in which the image is finally compressed (for eg. DCT domain
for JPEG compression) [l] [2] [3] [4], others embed data in different domains [ 5 ] [ 6 ] . Irrespective of the domain in whch data
is embedded, all algorithms aim to embed data in regions of the
host image which are robust (in the sense of perceptual image
degradation) to small perturbations. Data embedding algorithms
can be broadly classified into three types - those using frequency
masking, contrast maslung or texture masking. Data embedding
is canied out in regions of h g h frequency, high contrast and high
texture content, respectively, by these three classes of algorithms.
The definitions of these three types of regions are open to interpretation and overlapping, to a certain degree. Typically, embedding
algorithms identify those image coefficients (in various transform
domains) which are robust to perturbations and embed data by either replacing the least significant bits of these coefficients or by
modulating the data onto their LSBs. To our knowledge, none of
these algorithms explicitly provide a solution to the problem of
judiciously controlling the tradeoff between the host degradation
and compression efficiency (the second desired property outlined
above).
'It should be noted here that the embedded data will be resilient to
other compression algorithms too, however the degree of robustness will
be lesser as compared to JPEG compression.
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In this paper, we propose an algorithm which satisfies all the
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three desirable properties outlined above. The proposed algorithm

::

identifies coefficients which are robust to perturbation in a novel
and efficient manner, which provides good perceptual masking for
the embedded data. In addition, the algorithm provides a method
to control the host PSNR-compressionefficiency tradeoff.
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Fig. 1. Structure of the SPIW stream

3. PROPOSEDALGORITHM
ing a binary representation of the image wavelet coefficients) are
ordered depending on non-increasing order-of-importance, where
the 'importance' of a bit is quantified by the amount by which the
bit reduces the mean square distortionbetween the original and decoded images. As we show next, the structure of the SPIHT stream
facilitates embedding of data in a controlled manner - i.e. the effect of the embedded data on the host image can be accurately estimated. Thus, embedding information in the SPIHT stream allows
control over the quality of the decoded host image.

First, we address the issue of the transform domain that should be
used for embedding purposes. Irrespective of which domain the
data is embedded in, owing to the wide-spread use of the JPEG
compression standards, it is advisable tofinally convert the embedded image to the JPEG format. The JPEG compression algorithm
takes the Block DCT transform of an image and quantizes the resulting coefficientsbefore applying lossless coding techmques. A
key issue to be taken into account while embedding data is the
loss of embedded data during quantization. One way around this
problem is to embed data in the DCT domain (since JPEG uses
DCT) after quantization. However, aggressive embedding of data
in the DCT domain after quantization leads to checker board patterns in parts of the image. This is due to the poor space localization of the DCT coefficients. The wavelet domain offers good
spacefrequency localization and models the HVS (which consists
of oriented band-pass filters) better than the DCT. Hence intelligent embedding in the wavelet domain would avoid the artifacts
characteristic of embeddmg in the DCT domain and provide better masking of the embedded data. The validity of this observation has been demonstrated in [6].There is very little literature on
embedding data in the wavelet domain [6],[5].Both of these algorithms embed data by altering the least significant bits of the
wavelet transform of the host image. However, one drawback of
both these approaches is the lack of control over the quality of
the decoded host image, since the exact effect of altering a particular coefficient of the host image cannot be precisely estimated.
An elegant solution to this problem is to use the SPIHT encoding
algorithm [7] for embedding. We emphasize that the SPIHT algorithm is used only for embedding purposes. After embedding, the
embedded host is converted back into the JPEG format for distribution.

3.2. Overview of Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we briefly outline the details of the proposed algorithm. The host image is SPIHT encoded. The SPIHT stream
of the host image is truncated at a position Bmark(this roughly
corresponds discarding coefficients of magmtude smaller than '2"b
where 7tb corresponds to the bit-plane of Bmark).
Thus, for examcorresponds to n~ = 5, then
ple, if the truncation position Bmark
the truncated SPIHT stream represents the set of wavelet coefficients, of the host image, whose values are greater than or equal
to 2 5 . Moreover, this is an ordered set; the ordering is by nonincreasing order-of-magnitude. Thus the SPIHT stream represents
the ordered set of wavelet coefficients {ci, c z , ..cz} where ci etc.
are greater than or equal to 25. It should be noted that these coefficients are effectively quantized by 25 since truncating the SPIHT
stream removes their last 5 LSBs.
Next, data is embedded in the wavelet coefficients of the host
in the order defined by the SPIHT stream. Thus, if b, is the ith
bit of data to be embedded, bl is embedded in c1, bz in c~ and so
on. After 2 bits have been embedded in this fashion, bz+l is again
embedded in c1 and so on. The embeddmg is done by placing the
embedded bit in place of one of the discarded LSBs of the host
coefficient (ie one of the LSBs that was lost during truncation).
During decoding, the decoder follows the same order for extracting
the embedded data.
To see why data is embedded only in coefficients whose values are greater than (or equal to) Y b ,consider that for proper
decoding, the decoder requires knowledge of the embedding order. However, quantization in the DCT domain (during subsequent
JPEG coding) would lead to alterations in the magnitude of the
wavelet coefficients and could thus potentially change the ordering of the wavelet coefficients (since the ordering is based on their
magnitudes). Such an occurrence can be avoided by embedding
data only in suitably large coefficients and judiciously choosing
the quantization matrix such that the ordering of the stream before
Bmark
remains unaltered after quantization.

3.1. Overview of SPIHT
The SPIHT algorithm encodes an image into a priority encoded
stream (PES) for transmission purposes, such that each bit in the
stream is at least as important as the following bits. The chief
characteristicsof the SPIHT algorithm are as follows. The wavelet
transform coefficients of the image are ordered in non-increasing
order-of-magnitude. These ordered wavelet coefficients are then
transmitted as a series of bit-planes. If the lar est wavelet coefficient is represented by n,az bits, then the nt bit-plane consists
of the nmaz- nthMSB of each wavelet coefficient. This implies
that the nth bit plane consists of coefficient whose value is greater
than or equal to 2("""" -"). The ordering of bits within a bit-plane
is the same as the order of the wavelet coefficients in which they
occur.
The SPIHT stream (Figure 1) consists of significancebits followed by refinement bits. The significancebits define the ordering
information based on coefficient magnitudes. The rehement bits
code the bit-planes and thus progressively refine the value of the
significant wavelet coefficients. In this manner, the bits (fom-

f .

3.3. Details of Embedding Algorithm
The embedding algorithm requires the position Bmark
of the truncation position of the SPIHT stream and the size of the data to be
embedded B E . Bmark
is set equal to the number of bits required
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to SPIHT encode the host image to the desired PSNR. The embedding algorithm truncates the SPIHT stream at Elmark,decodes
the stream to get the truncated wavelet coefficients and then proceeds to embed the data in the wavelet domain. The embedding
algorithm proceeds as follows:

that errors of type (1) do not occur. It is, of course, also desirable
that errors of type (2) occur rarely. Before discussing the choice of
the JPEG quantization matrix. we make some observations on the
effect of quantization. Consider an embedded wavelet coefficient
with binary value 111111 (ie decimal value 63), where 100000
(decimal 31) is the truncated wavelet coefficient and 11 11 1 are the
bits appended due to embedding. If during the process of quantization the value of this coefficient changes by just 1, the resultant
value is 1000000 (decimal 64). Thus not only have all the embedded bits (11111) been altered (to 00000), but the magnitude of
the wavelet coefficient (received by the decoder) itself has changed
(from 100000 to lOOO000). This would results in errors of type 2
and potentially type 1.
One way to avoid such a problem is to use 'cushioning'. T h s
involves setting the LSBs of each coefficient to a string of the
form 1000.. (ie a '1' followed by multiple '0's) during embedding. Thus, in the above case if the last 3 LSBs of each coefficient
are set to '100' then a quantization error as large as f 4 can be tolerated without errors to subsequent MSBs within the coefficient.
While reducing the number of LSBs in which data can be embedded, cushoning was found to result in reliable performance.

1. Take wavelet transform of left image Z to give W(Z).
2. SPIHT encode W (Z) to give a priority encoded stream $(Z)
Bmark . While SPIHT encoding store the wavelet coefficients in a list of significant pixels (LSP)in the order in
which they appear in the SPIHT stream. (The list L S P contains the ordering information of all the coefficients which
become significant until the maker Bmark)'.Let the size
of L S P equal N.Also store the pass in whch each of the
wavelet coefficients in L S P becomes significant in a significance map (SM).
3. Insert a bit sequence MO at position Bmark(MO is the
marker which the decoder subsequently uses to determine
Bmark
1.
4. SPIHT decode $(Z)to give WIZ), the wavelet coefficients
corresponding to the truncate? SPIHT stream.
5 . Inverse wavelet transform W(Z) to obtain 1'.
6. Fori = 1 to B E do:
0

41. Characterization of DCT Quantizationin Wavelet Domain

Store # ( i ) (#(i)represents ithbit of the data stream
+),intheSM(LSP(i mod N ) )b i t o f L S P ( i m o d
N ) coefficient of WLq..
Increment S M ( L S (z mod N) ) by 1.

-

7. Reconstruct 2from WIZ).
8. JPEG encode Z to give J ( Z ) .
decoder.

J ( 5 ) is transmitted to the

The decoding.algorithmproceeds as follows:
1. Given JQT),decode it to give reconstructed
2. Take wavelet transform W(Z).
3. SPIHT encode W(Z) to give $(I)and search through stream
for MO. This recovers the position Bmark.While encoding, generaie L S P and SM.
4. Using W(Z), L S P and S M , proceed in exactly the same
manner as step 6 of the encoding algorithm. Instead of storing the embedded bits, read the embedded bits. This gives
the extracted data-stream9.

-

In this section, we discuss how how to compute a JPG quantization matrix, given Bmark,such that the tradeoff between decoding
errors and compression efficiency can be controlled. We model
quantization as addition of noise in the DCT domain.
For good compression performance, the wavelet coefficients
of the host image are weighted by a perceptual weighting matrix
prior to SPIHT encoding and embedding. The weight matrix proposed in [8] is used. Let P denote the perceptual weighting matrix
that is multiplied with the wavelet Coefficients before SPIHT encodmg and let P denote the inverse perceptual matrix that is multiplied after SPIHT decoding. Since the wavelet transform and the
DCT transform are both linear invertible operations, they can be
represented by multiplying the image Z (of size M x N where
M , N are multiples of 8) with TDCTand Tw respectively. Let
Bmark denote the position where SPIHT stream of the image is
truncated. Let nb be the bit-plane [7] corresponding to Bmark.
Let Q denote the product

Q =T

4. EFFECT OF QUANTIZATION

~ ~ ~ T G PP TI ~,W~ ~ T D C T
"b

where I,z
is a diagonal matrix with entries u : ~C, T ; ~is chosen
"b
as:

Correct decoding of the embedded data entails that the decoder
knows the order in which the data was embedded in the wavelet
coefficients at the encoder. As pointed out earlier, the process of
quantizationduring JPEG encoding can potentially alter this order.
which would lead to incorrect decoding of the embedded data. Decoding errors are of two types:

where the factor p controls the probability that decoding errors
occur versus the bit-rate required for conipression. As p tends to
0, the probability of error (of type 1 and type 2) tend to 0. Let q
be the 8 x 8 DCT quantization matrix with q(z, j ) denoting the
(i, j ) t * entry of q and let Q ( i , j ) be the ( 2 , j ) t h entry of Q . Then
q ( i , j) is given by:

1. Errors resulting at the decoder due to the lack of knowledge
of the order in which the encoder embedded the data.
2. Errors resulting from the corruption of the embedded data
due to the process of JPEG quantization.

+

Errors of type (1) are far more serious than those of type (2)
since they affect the entire stream as compared to a particular bit in
embedded data. Hence, specific care must be taken to make sure

q ( i , j ) = xn~x{Q(i 8k, j

+ Si}

0 5 i ,j 5 8

(3)

Q < k < -M Q < l < - N
8
8

'The list L S P is generated by the SPJHT encoding algorithm [7].
3Notethat 3 is different from2 because of the quantization involved in
P E G encoding

The above result can be derived by an elementary application
of the Central Limit Theorem.
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5. RESULTS
The algorithm was implemented on a 256 x 256 8-bit grayscale
lena image. Table 1 shows the results obtained by truncating the
SPIHT stream at a position Elmark = 6255 bytes. This corre
sponded to nb = 4 i.e. the 4 LSBs of all wavelet coefficients
were discarded. A total of 7721 wavelet Coefficients had values
greater than 24 and were retained for embedding. The 3 LSBs
of these coefficients were set to ‘100’ (for cushioning), and data
was embedded in the 4th LSB of each of these 7721 coefficients.
Thus a total of 7721 bits of data were embedded. Subsequently the
embedded host image was JPEG coded at various different quality factors. Column 1 of Table 1 shows the JPEG Quality factor
used, column 2 shows the PSNR of the JPEG coded embedded
host image and column 3 shows the size of the resultant JPEG image. Columns 4 and 5 show the BER that was achieved with and
without cushioning respectively. As can be seen cushioning results
in a sigmEcant drop in the BER. Also, more than 5000 bits were
correctly embedded even down to a quality factor of 70. Figure 2
shows the embedded image for nb = 4 and a JPG quality factor of
80. As can be seen, the blocky artifacts typical in DCT embedding
are absent.
Table 2 shows results for Park
= 3136 bytes. This corresponded to nb = 5. 3697 coefficients had values greater than 25
and bits were embedded in the 4th and 5th LSBs of these coefEcients. Thus a total of 7394 bits were embedded and as can be seen
from column 4 of Table 2, the BER was signiEcantly lower than
for Table 1. The tradeoff is the lower host PSNR caused by the
discarding of additional bits.
The results presented here are preliminary. We are in the process of carrying out extensive simulations, especially regarding the
computation of custom JPEG quantization matrices, which should
improve results still further. Comparisons with other techmques in
literature could not be made since complete information required
for the comparison was not provided in literature. We are in the
process of implementing some of these schemes to make this comparison.

I

29.84
29.74
29.59
29.47
29.33
29.23

1

1
I

%BER
nocushion

I

1

JPGsize(kl3) %BER
20.1
1I 2.65 1
15.5
I 8.81
12.78
I 14.78
11.23
19.43
9.98
23.44
9.2
26.98

Table 2. Results with Elmark = 3136 bytes, nb = 5

causing perceptual distortion to the host. One possible way to do
this would be to use the fact that for natural images, the modulus
maxima of the wavelet CoefEcients are bounded by an exponential
decay with scale (with equality at isolated singulaxities).
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A high capacity data embedding algorithm that controls the quality of the embedded host image and the BER of the embedded
data is presented in this paper. Future work needs to be done on
identifying more coefficientswhere data can be embedded without
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